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NATURAL TRANSFORMATIONS OF ANY HIGHER ORDER COVELOCITIES BUNDLE FUNCTOR
Recently, we have determined in [3] all natural transformations of the (1, r)-covelocities bundle functor T[" into itself, which constitute the rparameter family linearly generated bv the p-power natural transformations A p for p = 1,..
Moreover, we have obtained in [4] all natural transformations of the (2, r)-covelocities bundle functor T 2 r * into T[*, which constitute the (2r + r ( r~1 ) )-parameter family linearly generated by the p\, P2-power mixed transformations j4p lip2 for pi,p2 = 0,1,..., r with pi + p2 = 1,..., r.
In this paper, we determine all natural transformations of the (k, r)-covelocities bundle functor T£* into the (1, ¿)-covelocities bundle functor T{* in the cases r = s,r < s,r > s and any k, I. We deduce that all natural transformations of the functor TL* into the functor Tf* form the (( fc + r ) -1)-parameter family linearly generated by the Pi, • • -,Pk-power mixed transformations a\, r i,..., Pk for p u ...,p k = 0,1,..., r with pi + ...-(-p k = 1,..., r. Moreover, we deduce that all natural transformations of the functor T£* into the functor T[* constitute the l(( k^r ) -l)-parameter family of the above mentioned form for all I components.
Also, we deduce that all natural transformations of the functor T£* into ji(r+q)* f orm thg -l)-parameter family linearly generated by a generalized pi,..., pfc-power mixed transformations A^.t^ for pi,..., p k = 0,1,..., r + q with p x + ... + p k = q + 1,..., q + r.
At last, we deduce that all natural transformations of the functor into form the /(( k+r k~g ) -l)-parameter family linearly generated for all / components by a generalized p\,... ,^-power mixed transformations (F • ip~l) , where <p~x is constructed locally. Thus, the (k, r)-covelocities bundle functor T£* is defined on a category M /" of smooth n-dimensional manifolds with local difFeomorphisms as morphisms and with values in a category VB of vector bundles.
There is a canonical identification
We have defined in [3] , the p-power transformations Proof. The functor T£* is defined on the category M fn of re-dimensional smooth manifolds with local difTeomorphisms as morphisms and is of order r.
According to a general theory, [1] , [2] , [3] , the natural transformations A : * -• T{* are in bijection with G^-equivariant maps of the standard
Let tilda a = a -1 denote the inverse element in G r n and let (¿i,..., ir) denote the symmetrization of indices.
By (1,7) the action of an element (a*-, By the homogeneous function theorem, [2] , we deduce firstly that /,• is linear in ttf 1 and is independent on u™j 2 for m = 1 and secondly that / tl j 2 is linear in u™i2 and is bilinear in u™ 1 , u^2 for m\, m-i -1,..., k.
Using the invariant tensor theorem, [2] , for we obtain / in the form: Using the homogeneous function theorem and the invariant tensor theorem, [2] , we obtain that the r-th component fi 1 Considering the equivariancy of / = (/i,..., f r , f r +i) with respect to homotheties in G\: a J = tSj,..., a}j..., r+1 = 0, we obtain the homogeneity condition: This gives the family of natural transformation (3,1) and proves our theorem. 
From this theorem we obtain immediately
